Current object-oriented approaches to distributed pro grams may be criticized in several respects. First, method calls are generally synchronous, which leads to much wait ing in distributed and unstable networks. Second, the com mon model of thread concurrency makes reasoning about program behavior very challenging. A model based on con current objects communicating by means of asynchronous method calls has been proposed to combine object orient ation and distribution in a more satisfactory way. This pa per introduces a reasoning system for this model, focusing on simplicity and modularity. We believe that a simple and compositional proof system is paramount to allow verifica tion of real programs. The proposed proof rules are derived fr om the Hoare rules of a standard sequential language by means of a semantic encoding preserving soundness and re lative completeness.
Introduction
The importance of inter-process communication is rap idly increasing with the development of distributed com puting, both over the Internet and over local networks. Ob ject orientation appears as a promising framework for con current and distributed systems, and has been recommen ded by the RM-ODP [19] , but object interaction by means of method calls is usually synchronous. The mechanism of remote method calls has been derived from the set ting of sequential systems, and is well suited for tightly coupled systems. It is less suitable in a distributed setting with loosely coupled components. Here synchronous com munication gives rise to undesired and uncontrolled wait ing, and possibly deadlock. Asynchronous message passing gives better control and efficiency in the distributed setting, but lacks the structure and discipline inherent in method calls. The integration of the message concept in the object oriented setting is unsettled, especially with respect to in heritance and redefinition.
Three basic interaction models for concurrent processes are shared variables, remote method calls, and message passing [5] . As objects encapsulate local states, we find inter-object communication most naturally modeled by (re mote) method calls, avoiding shared variables. With the re mote method invocation (RMI) model, an object is activ ated by a method call. Control is transferred with the call so there is a master-slave relationship between the caller and the callee. A similar approach is taken with the exe cution threads of e.g. Hybrid [25] and Java [16] , where con currency is achieved through multithreading. The interfer ence problem related to shared variables reemerges when threads operate concurrently in the same object, which hap pens with non serialized methods in Java. Reasoning about programs in this setting is a highly complex matter [1, 10] : Safety is by convention rather than by language design [9] . Verification considerations therefore suggest that all meth ods should be serialized as done in e.g. Hybrid. However, when restricting to serialized methods, the calling object must wait for the return of a call, blocking for any other activity in the object. In a distributed setting this limitation is severe; delays and instabilities may cause much unneces sary waiting. A serialized nonterminating method will even block other method invocations, which makes it difficult to combine active and passive behavior in the same object. Also, separating execution threads from objects breaks the modularity and encapsulation of object orientation, leading to a very low-level style of programming.
Message passing is a communication form without any transfer of control between concurrent objects. A method call can here be modeled by an invocation and a reply message. Synchronous message passing, as in Ada's Ren dezvous mechanism, requires that both sender and receiver are ready before communication can occur. Hence, the ob jects synchronize on message transmission. For method calls, the calling object must wait between the synchron ized messages [5] . For distributed systems, even such syn chronization must necessarily result in much waiting. In the asynchronous setting message emission is always pos sible, regardless of when the receiver accepts the message.
. � Communication by asynchronous message passing is well known from e.g. the Actor model [2, 3] . Method calls im ply an ordering on communication not easily captured in the Actor model. Actors do not distinguish replies from in vocations, so capturing method calls with Actors quickly becomes unwieldy [2] . In addition, the abstraction mech anism provided by object-oriented methods is lost in lan guages where communication is expressed directly in terms of message passing.
Intuitive high-level programming constructs are needed to unite object orientation and distribution in a natural way. Recently, programming constructs for concurrent ob jects have been proposed in the Creol language [20] , based on processor release points and a notion of asynchron ous method calls. A concurrent object has its own execu tion thread. Processor release points are used to influence the implicit internal control flow in objects. This reduces time spent waiting for replies to method calls in a distrib uted environment and allows objects to dynamically change between active and reactive behavior (client and server). In order to model real world systems in an object-oriented manner, asynchronously communicating concurrent objects appear as a natural approach.
This paper considers the problem of formal reasoning about concurrent objects communicating by asynchronous method calls, based on the approach of the Creol language. A partial correctness proof system is derived from that of a standard sequential language by means of a semantic en coding. This suggests that reasoning is significantly sim pler than for languages based on thread concurrency. The approach of this paper is modular, as invariants for classes may be established independently and composed at need.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces and informally explains the language syntax, Section 3 con siders reasoning in terms of class invariants, Section 4 ex plains the language constructs in terms of a sequential lan guage, Section 5 derives proof rules for the Creol language, Section 6 considers composition of class invariants, Sec tion 7 provides an example, Section 8 discusses related work, and Section 9 concludes the paper.
The Creol Language
This section introduces the communication and concur rency aspects of Creol [20] , a programming language for distributed concurrent objects, and in particular the notions of asynchronous method calls and processor release points. Concurrent objects are potentially active, encapsulating ex ecution threads. Objects have explicit identifiers: commu nication takes place between named objects and object iden tifiers may be exchanged between objects. All object inter action is by means of method calls.
Classes and Objects. At the programming level, attributes (object variables) and method declarations are organized in classes in a standard way. Objects are dynamically created instances of classes. The attributes of an object are encap sulated and can only be accessed via the object's methods. Among the declared methods, we distinguish the method run, which is given special treatment operationally. After initialization of the object, the run method, if provided, is invoked. Apart from run, declared methods may be invoked by other objects. These methods reflect passive, or reactive, behavior in the object, whereas run reflects active behavior. We will refer to the invoked method instances as the ob ject's processes. Object activity is organized around an ex ternal message queue, which contains incoming messages, and an internal process queue, which contains pending pro cesses. Methods need not terminate and may be temporarily suspended on the internal process queue.
Objects are typed by interface. Let I be the declared in terface of an object 0 and let m be a method declared in I. Creol is strongly typed, which ensures that for each method invocation o.m, the actual object 0 will support I and the method m is understood.
Asynchronous Method Calls. Methods in Creol may be in voked in an asynchronous way [20] . Methods are imple mented by guarded commands to be evaluated in the context of locally bound variables. Due to possible processor re lease points, the values of an object's instance attributes are not entirely controlled by a method instance if it suspends itself before completion. However, a method may create local variables supplementing the attributes. In particular, the values of formal parameters are stored locally, but other local variables may also be created. An object can have sev eral pending calls to the same method, possibly with differ ent values for local variables. The local variables label and caller are reserved to identify the call and the caller for the reply, which is emitted at method termination.
An asynchronous method call is made with the command l!o.m(e), where the label I is a unique reference to the call, o an object expression which reduces to an object identifier, m a method name, and e an expression list with the sup plied actual parameters. Labels are used to identify replies, and may be omitted in the syntax if a reply is not explicitly requested. No synchronization is involved and process ex ecution may proceed after calling an external method until the return value is needed by the process. To fetch the return values from the queue, say in a variable list x, we ask for the reply to the call: l?(x). If the reply has arrived, return val ues are assigned to x and execution continues without delay. If no reply to the call has been received, process execution is blocked. This interpretation of l?(x) gives the same effect as treating x as afuture variable, e.g. [8, 31] the processor while waiting for the reply. Synchronous local calls are loaded directly into the active code. Processor Release Points. In Creol, the control flow inside concurrent objects may be influenced by potential processor release points. These are explicitly declared in method bod ies using guarded commands [15] , but adapted to the fol lowing semantics: When a guard evaluates to false during process execution, the remaining process code and the val ues of its local variables are suspended on the internal pro cess queue and the processor is released. After processor re lease, an enabled process from the internal process queue is selected for execution.
The type Guard is constructed by
• wait E Guard (explicit release)
• I? E Guard, where I is a label
• <p E Guard, where <p is a boolean expression over local and object variables.
Here, wait is a construct for explicit release of the pro cessor, resembling the method yie ld in Java. The reply guard I? succeeds if the reply to the invocation labeled I has ar rived. Guards are evaluated atomically, and may be com bined: gl/\ g2 and gl V g2 for guards gl and g2. Guarded commands can be composed in different ways, reflecting the requirements to the internal control flow in the objects. Let GSI and GS2 denote the guarded com mands awaitgl;Sl and awaitg2;S2. Nesting of guards is obtained by sequential composition; in a program state ment GSl; GS2, the guard g2 corresponds to a potential inner processor release point. Nondeterministic choice between guarded commands is expressed by GSIDGS2, which may compute Sl only when gl evaluates to true or S2 only when g2 evaluates to true. An unguarded statement may be con sidered as a statement guarded by true. Control flow without potential processor release is expressed by if and while con structs, and assignment to local and object variables is ex pressed by x := e, where x is a list of disjoint variables to which there is write access, and e is a list of expressions of equal length of x. There is read-only access to in-parameters of methods. Figure 1 summarizes the language syntax.
With nested processor release points, the processor need not wait actively for replies. Pending processes or new method calls may be evaluated instead of blocking the pro cessor. However, when the reply has arrived, the continu ation of the original process must compete with other en abled pending processes in the internal process queue.
Class Invariants with Mythical Histories
The execution of a distributed system can be represen ted by the sequence of observable communication events between system components. At any given point in time this finite sequence, called a communication history [11] or trace [17] , abstractly captures the system state. There fore, system specifications may be given in terms of the fi nite initial segments of these histories. A history invariant is a predicate on finite sequences which holds for all se quences in the prefix-closure of the set of traces, and con sequently for all abstract system states, expressing safety properties in the sense of Alpern and Schneider [4] .
In order to reason about distributed object systems, we use the assumption commitment (or rely-guarantee) paradigm [23] , but adapted to input and output prefixes of the communication history [21] , which allows composi tional reasoning. For nonterminating systems, these predic ates typically express invariant requirements on the (local) communication history.
Communication Events. In order to model object commu nication, a call to a method of an object 0 ' by an object 0 can be seen as passing an invocation message from 0 to 0 ' , and the reply as passing a completion message from 0 ' to o. The alphabet of communication events is restricted to these two kinds of messages, which are now formally defined.
Let Obj, Mtd, and Label denote the types of ob jects, methods, and labels. The latter is totally ordered. Let Data be the type of values occurring as actual para meters to method calls, and Kind the enumeration type {init, comp }. 
The Communication History
The communication history of a system up to present time is represented as a finite sequence of type Seq [Msg] . Fi nite sequences are defined by the empty (E) and right append (f--) constructors. Initially, the history sequence is empty. Whenever an object in the system calls a method, the his tory is extended by means of right append with a message of type IMsg. When a reply is emitted, the history is simil arly extended with a message of type CMsg.
Preliminaries. Decomposition functions for mes sages are lifted to sequences, returning a sequence of the specified message element. For instance label :
constructs the sequence of la bels from the history and is inductively defined. Restriction of the history to a set of messages is now defined. 
For ° : Obj, let ° +---denote the set {m : IMsg I m.caller = ° } and ° +---the set {m : CMsg I m.caller = ° }. We now define the functions init and comp. 
In a distributed system with asynchronous communica tion an object can in general emit an invocation message at any time, since no synchronization is involved. However, a completion message may only occur after the correspond ing invocation message in the history. For simplicity, we as sume that all invocation messages sent from a particular ob ject are equipped with unique labels. Wellformed histories are now defined: 
In this definition, hj (o�m) denotes the restriction of h to messages involving the method m provided by an object 0 ' . In a wellformed history, every invocation message is uniquely defined by its caller and label. This is because every object identifier is assumed to be unique and every invocation from a given caller has a unique label. Further more, every completion message must match exactly one invocation message. Define _ :::; _ : Seq[T] x Seq[T] +---Bool such that h :::; h' iff h is a prefix of h'. Local History Projections. In order to reason locally about a particular object 0, we will consider the restricted com munication history hj 0, defined as
hjo == hj{m: Msgi (m.caller = oVm.callee = o)}.
If h is a wellformed history, every local history projec tion hj ° is also wellformed. Consequently, all properties of wellformed histories apply to local histories. The local his tory of an uninstantiated object is E.
For a particular object 0, define the set aUTo of possible messages sent from 0. These are either invocation messages sent from ° or completion messages generated by 0.
Reasoning. In a nonterminating system it is dif ficult to specify and reason compositionally about behavior in terms of pre-and postconditions. Instead, pre-and post conditions to method declarations are used to establish a class invariant. In order to facilitate compositional reason ing about Creol programs, the class invariant will be used to establish a relationship between the internal state and the observable behavior of class instances. The internal state reflects the values of class attributes and the observable be havior is expressed by a set of potential communication his tories [21] . For this purpose the class attributes are extended with a mythical variable J{, reflecting the local history, and the code is extended with (mythical) statements to update J{ for every output message generated by the program code. At the imperative level execution of I !o�m( e) by an object ° is is reflected by a history extension J{:= J{ f--o -.!... . o�m(e), where (0, I) forms a unique pair of values. The correspond ing completion message is recorded on the history when the invocation of m finishes execution J{:= J{ f--o L o�m(y), where y is the list of return parameters. Mythical statements are introduced for reasoning purposes only, and need not be included in the final program code [12] . Let FV[P] de note the set of variables which occur free in a predicate P and let P; denote the substitution of every free occurrence of x in P by the expression e. For a class C we want to es tablish a class invariant Ie, ranging over class attributes (w) and the history sequence J{, i.e. () Wm := e; body; := f--caller+---thls.m y {Ie}
Herefind returns the message on J{ with the specified caller label and kind. The precondition accounts for the assign ment of actual parameters to the formal parameter list x.
Semantics
To define the semantics of Creol programs, we consider a sequential sub language of Creol, excluding constructs for asynchronous method calls and processor release points:
skip I x:= e I S)D S21 m(e;x) I (S) I S);S2 I if <p then S) else S2 fi I while <p do S od This sequential sublanguage SEQ consists of standard syn tax with a well-established semantics and proof system. In particular, Apt [6, 7] shows that this proof system is sound and relatively complete. In this section we will give a semantic encoding of the remaining Creol statements in terms of SEQ. To do this, we emphasize the encoding of l!o.m(e),l?(x), and await g for g E Guard. The remaining language constructs may be defined in terms of these and the sequential language as shown in Figure 2 , where L de notes some fresh label value. Note that synchronous calls to remote objects are simulated by asynchronous communic ation, whereas synchronous local calls are performed dir ectly (without involving any communication). A Creol process with release points and asynchronous method calls is interpreted in SEQ as a nondeterministic program without shared variables, release points, and asyn chronous method calls. The local history is captured by a variable J{ in each class, using nondeterministic updates on J{ to mimic the current state of the local interaction history of the original Creol program. To obtain an interleaving se mantics for Creol, each atomic statement is proceeded by a nondeterministic extension of J{, mimicking asynchron ous interaction with external objects.
Encoding Creol in SEQ
This section defines a mapping (( )) which translates Creol programs into SEQ. All expressions and types are translated by the identity function. Creol classes, with meth ods and attributes, are translated directly to SEQ, with some implicit parameters added to the methods, and with this: Obj added as a class attribute. We consider a given class C with variable attributes w, and a given method m in this class with local variables and in-and out-parameters. Each method gets two implicit in-parameters, caller : Obj and label: Label, which store the object identifier of the initi ator and label value of the call, respectively. As in Creol there is only read access to in-parameters. The additional class variable J{ is a sequence of messages involving this, initialized to empty. In SEQ we introduce a nondeterministic assignment y:= some x I P(x), which assigns to y arbitrary values satisfying the predicate P. (The variable lists x and y have equal length and type.)
Capturing the Environment. Reasoning about a Creol pro cess cannot alone capture the concurrent activity of the asynchronously communicating object. In particular, the object may receive arbitrary input and other processes in the object may send output. We shall mimic this activity by nondeterministic extensions to the history variable J{. For . The definition of interleave expresses that this object does not control the environment. Predicates not restrict ing input to this or not concerned with input to this at all are not affected by interleave, but predicates may however relate output events to input events. Especially, class invari ants must fulfill the criteria {Ie( w, Ji)} interleave {Ie( w, Ji)}.
Consequently, we may omit interleave when the invariant is required to hold, i.e. before and after methods bodies.
In contrast, release denotes a simultaneous assignment to the class attributes and to Ji, defined as release == w,Ji:= some w',h I RelReq(w',h), whereRelReq(w',h) == Ji �h/\-,comp(h,caller,label)/\ wf(h) /\ (Ie(w,Ji) '* Ie(w',h)). This assignment updates the history and class attributes nondeterministic ally with values satisfying the class invariant, extending the his tory in a wellformed manner. Although output from this may occur, the event representing completion of the cur rent method invocation cannot occur. It follows that the following Hoare triple holds: {Ie( w, Ji)} release {Ie( w, Ji)}.
For reasoning, two subsequent interleave statements, as well as two release statements, may be replaced by one. In addi tion, an interleave preceding a release may be omitted. Reply statements block the object's internal activity. There fore, input to the object may occur but output from the ob ject is not allowed. Reply statements are therefore modeled by a loop doing interleave as long as the reply message has not arrived. However, restricting ourself to partial correct ness we may assume termination of this loop, giving:
((17(y))) == Ji:= some hi IntReq(h) /\ comp(h, this, I); y:= find(Ji,this,l,comp).par
Processor release points allow output from this object, ex cept for the reply to the current method invocation. There fore, await statements are modeled by means of release.
((await wait)) == release ((await 17)) == w,Ji:= some w',h I RelReq(w',h) /\ comp(h, this, I) (( await <p )) == if <p then skip else w,Ji:= some w',h I RelReq(w',h) /\<P:, fi Again, the encoding is restricted to partial correctness. For await 17 statements there is a nondeterministic (finite) delay between sending and receiving of messages, modeled by release. Other Creol statements are translated directly.
== while <p do ((S)) od ((if <p then Sl else S2 fi)) == if <p then ((Sl)) else ((S2)) fi «�D� » == «�» D«� » ((m(e;y))) == m(e;y)
We conclude this section with a lemma.
Lemma (Preservation of wellformedness).
The SEQ en coding of Creol programs preserves history wellformed ness.
The proof goes by induction over method bodies. Every statement preserves wf(Ji) , in particular interleave, re lease, and the encoding of l!o.m(e) fulfill this criteria. Since every invocation message is unique and assumed to cre ate exactly one process, read-only access to caller, label, and this combined with the encoding ensure that the com pletion message recorded at process termination is unique and corresponds to the invocation message.
Verification of Creol Classes
The sequential language SEQ has a well-established proof system [6, 7] , from which we may derive proof rules for Creol via the presented encoding. Due to the abbrevi ations introduced in Figure 2 it suffices to consider the state ments l!o.m(e), 17(x), and awaitg for a basic guardg. Rules for combined guards may be derived from these.
The weakest liberal precondition for nondeterministic assignment is assuming that x is disjoint from FV[Q]-{y}. The side con dition may easily be satisfied, since variable names in some expressions may be renamed to avoid name capture.
Creol has object pointers but no dot notation for access ing attributes, thus Hoare reasoning about pointers can be done according to standard rules [24] . The rules for non deterministic assignment and local procedure calls maintain soundness and relative completeness of the proof system.
We first consider invocation and reply statements, and then processor release points. Backward construction over the encoding of the invocation statement I !o.m( e) leads to:
This statement includes an assignment to J{ so the precon dition captures a nondeterministic update on J{, expressed by interleave, preceding the nondeterministic assignment. By backward construction over the encoding of l?(y), the weakest liberal precondition for this statement becomes:
, lS, ,ca m p .par The precondition captures the nondeterministic extension of J{, while leaving J{/OUT this unaltered. Release Points. The await wait sentence is modeled by a release, which results in the following precondition:
For the weakest precondition of reply guards, we may as sume the existence of a completion message:
wlp (await I?, Q) = Vw',h I RelReq(w',h) 1\ comp(h, this, I) =;. Q:;� For boolean guards, the postcondition must be satisfied dir ectly if the guard is true:
wlp (await <p, Q) = if <p then Q else Vw', h I RelReq( w', h) 1\ <P: I =;. Q:;� fi By backward construction, we have obtained a sound and complete reasoning system for asynchronous method calls and processor release points. For release, the proposed se mantics depends on the given invariant I. In order to es tablish completeness of the proof system relative to Creol, we therefore require I =;. wlp(S,I) for execution paths S between suspension points. Consequently, the invariant I must be a sufficient precondition to ensure that I holds at the next suspension point. Weakest liberal preconditions for the remaining statements may be derived from the abbrevi ations given in Figure 2 .
Both wlp and Hoare reasoning may be used in the same proof, since proving {P} S {Q} is the same as prov ing P =;. wlp(S, Q). To further emphasize invariant reason ing we may set up a theorem for processor release points. The proof goes by showing that the weakest liberal precon ditions in the three cases follow from the assumptions.
Given a predicate P where FV[P] <;;; w U Wm U {J{}, we may prove {P 1\ <p} await <p {P 1\ <p}, where P need not imply the invariant. This implies {P} await true {P}, which is in accordance with the intuitive understanding of the sentence await true as being identical to skip.
Parallel Composition
The organization of the state space in locally access ible variables and communication by messages mimicked by local communication history variables allows a com positional reasoning style. In order to check that objects compose, it is sufficient to compare the local histories. For this purpose, we adapt a composition method introduced by Soundarajan [29, 30] and require that local histories are compatible. In our approach, compatibility between two histories is checked directly by projection from a common history. The local history variable J{" in a SEQ class repres ents the local history of an arbitrary object 0 of class C, de noted 0 : C. For two objects 0 and 0 ' , the local histories J{" and J{"I are composable if 3J{ I J{ / 0 = J{" 1\ J{ /0' = J{"I. The invariant of the object 0 must satisfy the class invari ant Ie for some appropriate values of the class attributes:
The substitution replaces the free occurrences of this with 0 and the existential quantifier hides the local state variables. Two histories must agree on common events when com posed, which is expressed by projection from the common history. An invariant for two composed objects 0 and 0 ' may consequently be derived by conjunction from the invariants for the two objects:
Similarly, invariants may be derived for sets of objects. The compatibility requirement reduces the amount of non determinism of the object seen in isolation. Consequently, the encoding leads to many noncomposable histories and is therefore not convenient for an operational semantics. How ever, it suffices for partial correctness reasoning.
, � This section considers a class RWController, which im plements a version of the readers and writers problem. We assume given a shared database db, which provides two ba sic operations read and write. Through interface specifica tions, these are assumed to be accessible for RWController objects only. Clients will communicate with an RWControl ler object to obtain read and write access to the database. RWController provides read and write operations to cli ents and in addition four methods used to synchronize read ing and writing activity: OR (OpenRead), CR (CloseRead), OW (Open Write) and CW (Close Write). A reading session happens between invocations of OR and CR and writing between invocations of OW and CWo A clients is assumed not to terminate unless it has invoked CR and CW at least as many times as OR and OW, respectively. To ensure fair competition between readers and writers, invocations of OR and OW compete on equal terms for a guard free. If the con dition for reading or writing is unsatisfied, free is set to false and the process is suspended. Let ObjSet be a set over the type Obj of object identifiers. For reasoning purposes, a mythical variable a is introduced to count the number of processes waiting on the inner guard of OR: 0.:= 0.+ 1; await (writer = null /\ a> 0); 0.:= a-I. Similarly, the variable � is used for the inner guard of OW. We may then prove the invariant
i.e. at most one process is waiting on the inner guards in OR and OW, and free is false iff a process is waiting. Such a process has priority over other invocations of OR and OW.
In order to express a safety invariant, we define the functions Readers, Writers: Seq This invariant shows how the values of class attributes may be expressed in terms of observable communication. In ad dition, the invariant implies pr = 0 V pw = 0, i.e. no read ing and writing activity happens simultaneously. To illus trate the proposed reasoning system, we indicate some veri fication details for the methods OR and read. Using the de rived Hoare rule for boolean guards, OR leads to three veri fication conditions. However, since I is not concerned with assignments to free and a, only one condition is relevant:
{I/\ writer = null}readers := readers U {caller};
Ji := Ji f--caller+---this.OR{I}
Here, the code is extended with a mythical assignment to Ji at method termination. It is easy to show that this follows from the class invariant.
Related and Future Work
Related work. In this paper we have adapted communica tion histories, as introduced in [11] , to model object com munication in the distributed setting. History sequences re flecting message passing have also been used for specifica tion and reasoning about CSP-like languages [13, 29] . Much recent work has addressed reasoning about se quential object-oriented languages [18, 27, 28] , covering various aspects such as inheritance, subtyping, and dynamic binding. However, reasoning about multithreaded object oriented languages is more challenging [1, 10] . For example, the approach of [1] uses a global cooperation test to deal with object communication. In addition, interference free dom must be proved since several threads may execute con currently in the same object. In [13] , de Boer presents a sound and complete compositional Hoare logic for collec tions of processes (objects) running in parallel. The objects communicate asynchronously by message passing, but in contrast to our work they communicate through FIFO chan nels, disallowing message overtaking.
Olderog and Apt [26] consider transformation of pro gram statements preserving semantical equivalence. This approach is further developed in [14] , which introduces a general methodology for transformation of language con structions into subparts of the language resulting in sound and complete reasoning systems. The approach resembles our encoding of Creol into SEQ, but it is noncompositional in contrast to our work. In particular, extention of the trans formational approach to multithreaded systems seem to re quire interference freedom tests.
Future Work. In a recent paper [22] , Creol has been exten ded with constructs for multiple inheritance. It is our present research goal to extend the approach to compositional veri fication presented in this paper to capture the combina tion of processor release points, multiple inheritance, and history-based compositionality. The combination of non deterministic assignment and inherited class invariants rep resents a challenge for the transformational approach, but may be solved by appropriate behavioral restrictions. In or der to address the verification of larger programs, tool sup port to discharge proof conditions should be developed.
The long term goal of our research is to study open ness in distributed systems, taking an object-oriented ap proach. While this paper has focused on reasoning about communication and concurrency aspects in the asynchron ous setting, we believe the language presented here offers interesting possibilities for reasoning in the presence of dy namic change. An obvious way to provide some openness is to allow dynamic addition of new (sub )classes and new (sub)interfaces. In our setting, this mechanism in itself does not violate reasoning control, because established results still hold. Also, additional implementation claims may be stated and proved. However, old objects may not use new interfaces that require new methods.
A natural way to overcome this limitation is through a dynamic class construct, allowing a class to be replaced by a subclass. Thus a class may be modified by adding attrib utes and methods, redefining methods, as well as extending the inheritance and implements relationships. The formaliz ation of an operational semantics for such dynamic updates is currently being developed. The work presented in this pa per is part of a larger effort to understand how to formal ize and verify the effect of runtime modifications to open distributed systems in a compositional way. We believe that reasoning about suitably restricted runtime class ex tensions can be done by combining compositional history based reasoning and behavioral sUbtyping.
Conclusion
The Creol language proposes programming constructs which aim to unite object orientation and distribution in a high-level and natural way, by means of processor re lease points and a notion of asynchronous method calls. In this paper, we develop Hoare rules for local reasoning about these constructs. The reasoning rules are derived in a transformational manner from a standard sequential lan guage with a well-known semantics and established reas oning system. The language constructs for asynchronous method calls and processor release points are encoded in the sequential sublanguage extended with nondeterministic assignment. Combined with local communication histories, this allows the highly nondeterministic nature of concur rent and distributed systems to be captured in the sequen tial language. Based on the encoding weakest liberal pre conditions are derived, which given sufficiently strong class invariants yield sound and relative complete Hoare rules for Creol classes, expressing partial correctness. In contrast to related approaches, the proposed local proof system is com positional, based on a compatibility requirement on local history variables capturing observable communication.
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